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Elastic and inelastic collisions of6Li atoms in magnetic and optical traps
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We use a full coupled-channels method to calculate collisional properties of magnetically or optically
trapped ultracold6Li. The magnetic-field dependence of thes-wave scattering lengths of several mixtures of
hyperfine states are determined, as are the decay rates due to exchange collisions. In one case, we find
Feshbach resonances atB50.08 T andB51.98 T. We show that the exact coupled-channels calculation is
well approximated over the entire range of magnetic fields by a simple analytical calculation.
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The observation of Bose-Einstein condensation in ato
alkali-metal gases@1–3# has triggered an enormous intere
in degenerate atomic gases. At present, one of the mos
portant goals is to achieve quantum degeneracy in a fe
onic gas. In the case of fermionic6Li, it has been shown
theoretically that a BCS transition to a superfluid state co
be realized at a critical temperature on the order of temp
tures obtained in the BEC experiments@4#. This relatively
high critical temperature is due to the fact that6Li has a
very large and negative triplets-wave scattering length
aT522160a0 @5#, wherea0 is the Bohr radius, and that a
sufficiently large magnetic fields a mixture of the upper tw
hyperfine statesu6& and u5& is essentially electron-spin pola
ized @6#.

The disadvantage of such a large triplets-wave scattering
length is that the exchange and dipolar relaxation rates
the gas are also anomalously large. Nevertheless, to sup
this decay, one can apply a magnetic bias field. In Ref.@4#,
we used the distorted-wave Born approximation~DWBA! to
calculate the corresponding decay rate constants for t
decay processes and found that, at large magnetic fieldB
.10 T, the dipolar rates are dominant, but at smaller m
netic fields, the exchange rates greatly exceed those du
the dipolar interaction. However, the DWBA is only valid
magnetic fieldsB.0.1 T, and we were at that time unable
make predictions at lower, experimentally more conveni
fields.

The aim of the present paper is to provide useful inform
tion on thes-wave scattering length and exchange decay
constants at lower magnetic fields. In view of the ongo
experiments, we will concentrate on collisions involving t
following antisymmetrized hyperfine states:u$65%&, u$64%&,
u$54%&, and u$21%&. The first three mixtures contain states th
are low-field seeking at sufficiently high field, and therefo
can be confined in a magnetic trap. In contrast, the comb
tion u$21%& cannot be magnetically trapped, but can be c
fined in a far-off-resonance optical trap. We do not consi
any other combination of high-field-seeking states, since
u$21%& mixture cannot decay through collisions and is the
fore most favorable experimentally. In addition, van Abee
et al. @7# have already considered theu$62%& combination,
which is low-field seeking at very weak magnetic fieldsB
<2631024 T, but does not have as large ans-wave scatter-
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ing length as some other combinations@8#.
To obtain the magnetic-field dependence of thes-wave

scattering length and exchange decay rate constants in
various cases, we perform a full coupled-channels~CC! cal-
culation@9#, using the most up-to-date singlet and triplet p
tentialsV0(r ) andV1(r ) @5#. Furthermore, we show that th
rate constants and the scattering lengths found using the
calculation can be obtained analytically using a simple
proximation that we call theasymptoticboundary condition
~ABC! approximation@10#.

If the thermal energy is much smaller than the hyperfi
plus Zeeman energy,Dab→a8b8 , gained in the transition
from the incoming stateu$ab%& to an outgoing state
u$a8b8%&, the corresponding exchange rate constant is gi
by the zero temperature expression@9#

Gab→a8b85 lim
kab→0

p\

mkab
uS$a8b8%00,$ab%00~kab!

2d$a8b8%,$ab%u
2. ~1!

In this expression,m is the reduced mass of the two6Li
atoms,\kab is the relative momentum of the incoming pa
ticles in stateu$ab%&, and the matrixS is the scattering matrix
of the multichannel problem with angular-momentum qua
tum numbersl 50 andm50. The number of channels bein
coupled is determined by the fact that the central interac
Vc(r )5V0(r )P01V1(r )P1 cannot change the total nuclea
plus electron-spin projection of the two-particle wave fun
tion along the magnetic field, since the operatorPS only
projects on states with total electron spinS. So, for example,
the stateu$65%& can only decay tou$61%&. While the nondiago-
nal part of the unitaryS matrix gives the decay rates, th
diagonal part of theS matrix gives thes-wave scattering
lengthaab via

S$ab%,$ab%→exp~22ikabaab!.122ikabaab , ~2!

whenkab→0. The goal of the CC calculation is to determin
the S matrix, but rather than giving a detailed description
the calculation, we refer to Ref.@9# and merely present the
results here.
R1497 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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In Fig. 1, the real part of thes-wave scattering length is
plotted for the four cases of interest. Note that, in the fi
three cases, thes-wave scattering lengths attain the large a
negative value ofaT522160a0 , only for B>0.05 T. At
lower magnetic fields, the scattering lengths become 4a0
for the first three cases, and zero in the latter case. This e
is explained in detail below. The scattering lengtha21 exhib-
its Feshbach resonances@11# at B.0.08 T andB.1.98 T.
Physically, a Feshbach resonance arises whenever the
man energy of the incoming wave functionu$21%&, which is
almost purely triplet, coincides with a bound-state energy
the singlet potentialV0(r ). Only the stateu$21%& can exhibit
Feshbach resonances at the magnetic fields of interest sin
is the only combination that has a negative total ene
~about22meB!. The precise location of these resonances
shifted slightly due to the hyperfine coupling, but their po
tions can be accurately computed since the binding ener
of the relevant singlet states,v538 andv537, are accu-
rately calculated from the experimentally determined sing
potential@5#.

The decay rate constants resulting from the CC calc
tion are, for all possible exchange processes, plotted in
2. The sharp minimum in the rateG54→41 is a result of the
fact that the matrix element̂ $41%uVcu$54%& is zero if
tanu251/&. However, the stateu$54%& still remains coupled
to u$41%& through the other elements in the (535) coupling
matrix. As a result of this interference, the rate constan
never zero, and the location of the minimum is sligh
shifted from the magnetic field at which tanu251/&.

The second remark regarding Fig. 2 concerns the beha
of the rate constants at largeB fields where sinu6.u6

}1/B. Neglecting the momentum dependence of
final radial wave function, the slope of each curve
determined by the magnetic-field dependence
ABz^$a8b8%uVcu$ab%& z2. After some algebra, one can sho
that for curves 2, 4, 6, and 7, the relevant matrix elemen
equal to u6(V12V0)/2[u6Vex/2, which is a factor 1/2
smaller than in the cases 1 and 3. Therefore, the decay
are a factor of 4 smaller than in the latter cases, but
slopes are identical. On the other hand, the matrix elem
^$21%uVcu$54%&53u1u2Vex/2, has an additional factor o

FIG. 1. Real part of zero-temperatures-wave scattering length
for ~1! 65, ~2! 54, ~3! 64, and~4! 21 collisions as a function of the
magnetic field.
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1/B, resulting in a steeper slope.
A comparison of the rate constants shows that theu$64%&

combination is slightly more favorable than theu$65%& com-
bination. The total rate constant of the former combination
only half the rate constant of the latter at large magne
fields. At B50.1 T, they amount to 1.4931029 cm3/s and
2.7431029 cm3/s, respectively.

We now show that the CC results can be accurately
produced using a simple analytical calculation. As a spec
example, we consider the 65 case, but calculation of
other combinations is analogous. In the ABC approximati
space is divided in two regions. In the interior regionr
,R, the singlet and triplet potentials dominate, while in t
outer region r .R, the hyperfine energies prevail. Th
boundaryR is chosen between the pointr 5R2 where the
exchange potentialVex(r ) is of the order of the hyperfine
constantah f , and the pointr 5R1 where the triplet and sin-
glet potentials themselves are of orderah f . In our case this is
betweenR2528a0 and R1562a0 , and below we will use
as examplesR540a0 andR560a0 .

In the interior region the hyperfine splitting is neglecte
so that the channel wave functions are just linear comb
tions of the singlet and triplet scattering wave function
which we approximate by their asymptotic form
AS sinkab(r2aS) and AT sinkab(r2aT), in the limit of
small momentumkab . The known values of the scatterin
lengths areaS5145.5a0 and aT522160a0 , respectively
@5#. In the exterior region, we neglect the central inte
action Vc, so the channel wave function is a plan
wave exp(2ikabr) for the incoming channelu$ab%&, and
S̃$a8b8%,$ab% exp(1ika8b8r) for all outgoing channels
u$a8b8%&. The wave numberska8b8 depend on the energ
gained by the transition to the respective outgoing chan
that is,ka8b85Akab

2 12mDab→a8b8 /\2.

The yet unknown amplitudesAS , AT , and S̃$a8b8%,$ab%
must be determined by imposing continuity and different
bility to the wave function in each channel atr 5R. To do
so, we need to find the precise linear combination of sing
and triplet wave function in the interior region. In terms

FIG. 2. Exchange decay rate constants for the processes~1!
65→61, ~2! 54→63, ~3! 54→52, ~4! 54→41, ~5! 54→21, and~6!
64→62, ~7! 64→51 as a function of the magnetic-field strength.
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the basisuS MS ;I M I&, whereS5s11s2 and I5 i11 i2 are
the total electron and nuclear spin of the two-atom syst
respectively, we find

u$65%&5sinu1u0 0;2 2&1cosu1u1 1;1 1&,

u$61%&5cosu1u0 0;2 2&2sinu1u1 1;1 1&.

Evidently, for the channel wave functions we have
take linear combinations with the same coefficients; so,
example, the wave function of theu$65%& channel in the
interior region becomesc65(r )5AS sinu1 sinkab(r2aS)
1AT cosu1 sinkab(r2aT). It can be shown easily that the co
efficients S̃$a8b8%,$ab% are related to theS matrix @9# accord-
ing to

S$a8b8%,$ab%52Aka8b8
kab

S̃$a8b8%,$ab% . ~3!

For the case of the incomingu$65%& state, we are only inter
ested in the constantsS̃$65%,$65% and S̃$61%,$65% , and therefore
can eliminate the constantsAS andAT from the 434 set of
complex equations. The resulting 232 set of complex linear
equations for these amplitudes can be solved in order
k65, and we find to first order ink65

S̃$65%,$65%52112ik65H R1
ik61

~0!~R2aS!~R2aT!

D~k61
~0!!

2
cos2u1~R2aT!1sin2u1~R2aS!

D~k61
~0!! J , ~4a!

S̃$61%,$65%5
2ik65 cosu1 sinu1~aS2aT!

D~k61
~0!!

, ~4b!

wherek61
(0)5A2mD65→61/\2 and

D~k61
~0!!512 ik61

~0!@cos2 u1~R2aS!1sin2 u1~R2aT!#.

Combining Eqs. ~4a!, ~3!, and ~2! we find the zero-
momentums-wave scattering lengtha65, of which the real
part is plotted in Fig. 3, together with the CC curve, and
result of a degenerate internal states~DIS! approximation
@9#. The inset in Fig. 3 shows the imaginary part ofa65.

The ABC approximation is clearly much better than t
DIS approximation. To obtain the DIS result, the hype
fine level splitting is neglected, which is equivalent to setti
k61

(0)50 in Eq. ~4a!, resulting in Re(a65)5aT cos2u1

1aS sin2u1 and Im(a65)50. For hydrogen and deuterium
terms containingka8b8

(0) (R2aT,S) can indeed be neglecte
compared to 1 at lower magnetic fields, so that DIS is
rather good approximation in that case. However, for6Li
with its anomalously large value ofaT , this is not the case
and one must then take terms of orderk61

(0)(R2aT) into ac-
count. Also, for heavier alkali-metal atoms, the DIS appro
,

r

of

e

-

a

-

mation becomes increasingly bad even at lower magn
fields, due to the dependence ofka8b8

(0) on the atomic mass
and hyperfine constant.

It is straightforward to show that, at large magne
fields, the ABC approximation gives Re(a65)5aT and
Im(a65)50, independent of the choice ofR. At B50,
we find Re(a65)53aS22R.57a0 for R540a0 and Im(a65)
521/(k61

(0) tan2 u1).2100a0 , in surprisingly good agree
ment with the results of the exact CC calculation. Note t
the imaginary part becomes rather large and contributes
nificantly to the elastic cross section 4pua65u2 at lower mag-
netic field.

Similarly, one can find the decay rate constantG65→61
from Eq. ~4b! combined with Eqs.~3! and ~1!. The results
are plotted in Fig. 4. Again, agreement with the exact C
calculation is very good, whereas the DIS approximation
in error by several orders of magnitude. We also worked

FIG. 3. Real part of thes-wave scattering lengtha65. The solid
line is the CC value, which goes to the triplet scattering length
large magnetic fields. The dashed lines are~1! the DIS approxima-
tion, ~2! the ABC approximation withR540a0 , and ~3! the ABC
approximation withR560a0 . The inset shows the same for th
imaginary part ofa65.

FIG. 4. Exchange decay rateG65→61 of the 6Li gas. The solid
line gives the CC result. The dashed lines represent~1! the DIS
approximation,~2! the ABC approximation withR540a0 , and~3!
the ABC approximation withR560a0 .
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the field-dependent scattering lengths and exchange rate
stants corresponding to the other three hyperfine mixtu
using the ABC approximation. In these cases, the set of c
plex equations is greater than 434, and a completely analytic
treatment is more involved. Therefore, we solved the eq
tions numerically. In all cases, we find good agreement

FIG. 5. Comparison of the CC calculation~solid lines! and the
ABC approximation withR540a0 ~dashed lines! for the exchange
decay rate constants of the processes~1! 54→63, ~2! 54→52, and
~3! 54→41, ~4! 54→21.
ys
on-
s
-

a-
-

tween the ABC approximation and the exact CC calculati
As an example, the ABC approximation for the decay r
constants in the 54 case is plotted in Fig. 5, usingR
540a0 .

We thus conclude that the ABC approximation can eas
give an accurate estimate of the collisional properties of
terest, whereas the DIS approximation can be off by ma
orders of magnitude. We believe that this is also true
other alkali-metal atoms. Alternatively, Verhaaret al. de-
scribe a CC method where the inner regionr ,r 0 of the
singlet and triplet potentials is described by the accumula
phases at the boundaryr 5r 0,R2 , and the collisional quan-
tities are obtained by integrating Schro¨dinger’s equation in
the outer regionr .r 0 using the exact potentials@12#. In
contrast, the ABC approximation requires no integration a
no explicit knowledge of the potentials other than the sc
tering lengths@13#. Of course, the results will vary slightly
with the actual choice ofR. It is difficult to predicta priori
which R reproduces the exact results for an arbitrary at
best, but anyR chosen as indicated previously, will give a
least a good order-of-magnitude estimate.
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Marc Mewes, and John Tjon. The work at Rice w
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Foundation.
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